
 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Anthracite/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144153 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Anthracite/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144146 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Anthracite/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144139 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Anemone/Wheat] 

UPC: 645470144122 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Anemone/Wheat] 

UPC: 645470144115 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Anemone/Wheat] 

UPC: 645470144108 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Blue/Cream] 

UPC: 645470181233 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Blue/Cream] 

UPC: 645470181226 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Blue/Cream] 

UPC: 645470181219 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Coral Blue/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144030 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Coral Blue/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144023 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Coral Blue/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144016 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Blush/White] 

UPC: 645470181202 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Blush/White] 

UPC: 645470181196 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Blush/White] 

UPC: 645470181189 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Eclipse/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144061 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Eclipse/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144054 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Eclipse/Silver] 

UPC: 645470144047 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Ivory/Atmosphere] 

UPC: 645470143972 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Ivory/Atmosphere] 

UPC: 645470143965 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Ivory/Atmosphere] 

UPC: 645470143958 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Oatmeal/Dusty Blue] 

UPC: 645470144009 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Oatmeal/Dusty Blue] 

UPC: 645470143996 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Oatmeal/Dusty Blue] 

UPC: 645470143989 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, Rust/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144245 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, Rust/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144238 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, Rust/Oatmeal] 

UPC: 645470144221 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, White/Gray] 

UPC: 645470143941 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, White/Gray] 

UPC: 645470143934 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, White/Gray] 

UPC: 645470143927 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [King, White/White] 

UPC: 645470143910 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King, 104" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Queen, White/White] 

UPC: 645470143903 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen, 88" x 88" 
 



 

 
 

 

 

  

Product Title: Pacific Coast Textiles | Goose Down Alternative Microfiber Quilted 

Reversible Comforter / Duvet Insert - Ultra Soft Hypoallergenic Bedding - Medium 

Warmth for All Seasons - [Twin, White/White] 

UPC: 645470143897 

 INCLUDES: (1) Ultra-soft, ultra-plush, goose down-alternative quilted comforter / duvet insert. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester, providing the luxurious feeling of goose down, with relief for those with allergies to 
feather bedding. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: Classic and contemporary ultra-plush comforter with hypoallergenic barrier bedding protects 
against dust mites, mildew and allergens. With an ultra soft shell made of the finest 100% Microfiber and 
lofty Down Alternative Polyfill, this comforter / duvet insert excels in comfort. The microfiber shell is 
luxuriously soft and noiseless, and the hypoallergenic fill provides warmth that adjusts to your body's 
temperature. Vibrant Colors made exclusively not to fade with washing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle with 
cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Twin, 68" x 88" 
 

Product Title: Ella Collection| 8-Piece Pintuck Comforter Set, Ultra-Soft & 

Hypoallergenic Complete Bedding Set by Pacific Coast Textiles 

UPC: 645470116471 

 

SET INCLUDES: (1) Comforter, (2) Shams, (2) Euro shams, (1) Bed skirt, (1) Square decorative pillow, (1) 
Boudoir pillow. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: This eight-piece comforter set features an oversized, overfilled comforter wrapped in 100% 
polyester.  Designed to be fade resistant with luxuriously brushed microfiber which provides an extremely 
soft and comfortable feel. Embellished with pintucking, pleated detailing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:  Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle 
with cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King- Comforter: 106" x 90"; Sham: 20" x 37"; Bedskirt: 78" x 80" x 15" drop; Square 
decorative pillow: 18" x 18"; Boudoir decorative pillow: 12" x 18"; Euro sham: 26" x 26". 
 



 

 

 
 

 

  

Product Title: Ella Collection| 8-Piece Pintuck Comforter Set, Ultra-Soft & 

Hypoallergenic Complete Bedding Set by Pacific Coast Textiles 

UPC: 645470116464 

 

SET INCLUDES: (1) Comforter, (2) Shams, (2) Euro shams, (1) Bed skirt, (1) Square decorative pillow, (1) 
Boudoir pillow. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: This eight-piece comforter set features an oversized, overfilled comforter wrapped in 100% 
polyester.  Designed to be fade resistant with luxuriously brushed microfiber which provides an extremely 
soft and comfortable feel. Embellished with pintucking, pleated detailing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:  Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle 
with cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen- Comforter: 90" x 90"; Sham: 20" x 27"; Bedskirt: 60" x 80" x 15" drop; Square 
decorative pillow: 18" x 18"; Boudoir decorative pillow: 12" x 18"; Euro sham: 26" x 26". 
 

Product Title: Ella Collection| 8-Piece Pintuck Comforter Set, Ultra-Soft & 

Hypoallergenic Complete Bedding Set by Pacific Coast Textiles 

UPC: 645470116457 

 

SET INCLUDES: (1) Comforter, (2) Shams, (2) Euro shams, (1) Bed skirt, (1) Square decorative pillow, (1) 
Boudoir pillow. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: This eight-piece comforter set features an oversized, overfilled comforter wrapped in 100% 
polyester.  Designed to be fade resistant with luxuriously brushed microfiber which provides an extremely 
soft and comfortable feel. Embellished with pintucking, pleated detailing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:  Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle 
with cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: King- Comforter: 106" x 90"; Sham: 20" x 37"; Bedskirt: 78" x 80" x 15" drop; Square 
decorative pillow: 18" x 18"; Boudoir decorative pillow: 12" x 18"; Euro sham: 26" x 26". 
 



 

 
 

Product Title: Ella Collection| 8-Piece Pintuck Comforter Set, Ultra-Soft & 

Hypoallergenic Complete Bedding Set by Pacific Coast Textiles 

UPC: 645470116440 

 

SET INCLUDES: (1) Comforter, (2) Shams, (2) Euro shams, (1) Bed skirt, (1) Square decorative pillow, (1) 
Boudoir pillow. 
MATERIAL: Comforter shell is crafted from ultra-soft 100% microfiber. Comforter filling is ultra-plush 
100% polyester. All fabric and filling is Hypoallergenic. 
FEATURES: This eight-piece comforter set features an oversized, overfilled comforter wrapped in 100% 
polyester.  Designed to be fade resistant with luxuriously brushed microfiber which provides an extremely 
soft and comfortable feel. Embellished with pintucking, pleated detailing. 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:  Machine washable and dryer safe. Recommended - Machine wash gentle cycle 
with cold water. Sun dry or low tumble dry. 
DIMENSIONS: Queen- Comforter: 90" x 90"; Sham: 20" x 27"; Bedskirt: 60" x 80" x 15" drop; Square 
decorative pillow: 18" x 18"; Boudoir decorative pillow: 12" x 18"; Euro sham: 26" x 26". 
 


